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TSUKE

Garden Styles:
Mix of styles w/ some formality to echo Allee 
English garden style and some features of 
Japanese garden style

Gardens  vs. Turf:
Beds located in turf, rather than all 
garden beds.  30%-50% turf; more 
Garden than grass. However, not a 
bunch of little beds all over.

Seating Areas:
Quiet contemplative space. Seating areas of 
1- 2 or 3- 4 people. 15 to 20 capacity in entire 
garden.  Encourage small group usage, not 
large group Benches:

Wooden benches with backs.  Boulders as 
benches.  Seat walls, too. 

Paths:
No mulch paths. Paver/stone/gravel paths 
to be explored.  Primary and secondary path 
network. Stamped concrete options too.  
ADA considerations and accessible options. 

Schematic Design Decisions:
Feedback and discussion will identify the overall design layout.  
Individual features, such as arbors, entries, or walls, will be 
added or subtracted from the layout. Initial material choices 
will be identified for paths and patio areas.
Hybrid Concept:
All the decisions from the schematic design review will then be 
integrated into the design to create the Hybrid Concept.  This 
design will integrate all of the design decisions and identify 
planting plans, material selections, and include of the features 
for the final plan, and will undergo final review. 
Final Design:
After final review, any small changes identified by the City of 
Edina, or the Parks Dept will be integrated into the final design, 
and construction documentation will commence.

Stone and Walls:
Stone walls intersecting the grade.  Stone
outcroppings-- but not too much! Flagstone 
pavers-- close fit joints.

Planting:
“Goldilocks” spacing, not too close, not to sparse-- 
just right. Include seasonal bulbs. Some shrubs- 
especially blooming ones.  Judicious use of conifers. 
Four season interest. Diversity of plants.

Other Features:
Not rustic styles. Pergola. 
Sculpture - not figure, more 
abstract. Moon window. Self-
contained water feature.

Path Layout:
Option A was top choice, Option B was second

Process

Process: How we got here...

Next Steps:  How we move forward...
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Schematic Design
6-8 weeks

Iteration
6-8 weeks

Review Process
Indeterminate

Final Design Dev
6 weeks
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TSUKESchematic Design 1 - Central Focus

optional  arbor

exist ing arb
entry arch new arb

entry arch
exist ing arb hedge

flagstone seating 
area

new arb arch entry
(opt f lanking conifers)

circular  paver patio

Plan in Park Context 1”:40’

Notes:
This design using a formal rectangle 
with a focus on the center point as i ts 
framework.  The asymmetry of  the gar-
den bed layout and the location of  the 
seat walls  offers a contrast  and softens 
the formality of  the design.  

The new boundary is  a mirror of  mid- 
height conifers--  either another arb 
hedge or other variety--  that wil l  knit 
together into a sol id visual  wall . This 
edge is  pulled in sl ightly on the north 
side to frame out the space as a rectan-
gle.

The center r ing is  shown with a cut 
edge f lagstone, but could also be more 
informal with an irregular f lagstone.

Addit ional  plantings could be located 
at  the entry points as well  depending 
on how the transit ion of  path to lawn is 
developed.
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TSUKESchematic Design 1 - Central Focus - Features

Wooden bench w/ back Arbor over bench Gravel path w/ paver edge Gravel path w/ paver edge Steel Moon Door Wooden Moon door wall

Grade retaining seat wallGrade retaining seat wallCentral focal circle with plantingsSculpture medium

Circular flagstone pavers Circular flagstone pavers w/ banding Garden bed style precedent Bulbs in turf

Sculpture large
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TSUKESchematic Design 2 -  The Journey 1”: 4’
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Notes:
The Journey uses meandering main 
paths and smaller  secondary subdivid-
ing paths to create a space that has no 
direct  cross garden path.  The loops 
and curves force the visitor to see the 
garden space from many different di-
rection as the paths are navigated.  

The stone outcroppings provide some 
addit ional  seating and work to pro-
vide changes in topography in the gar-
dens to further reinforce the undulating 
quality of  the garden. 

A refuge for ref lection, the Journey has 
many smaller  sub areas that can be en-
joyed by an individual  or  small  group 
while another can have the same expe-
rience on the other s ide of  the garden.

Plan in Park Context 1”:40’
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TSUKESchematic Design 2 -  The Journey - Features

Brick pavers - running bond

Boulder - seating

Stone outcropping - grade retention Stone outcropping - grade retention Central flagstone patio w/ seating and tree Central flagstone patio w/ seating and tree

Boulder - seating Bench w/ back Garden bed style precedent 

Brick pavers - running bond Brick pavers - patterning Gravel path w/ steel edging Arbor entry Arbor entry
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TSUKESchematic Design 3 - Lawn Arc 1”: 4’
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Notes:
A combination of  formal and informal, 
this  design uses a singular main path as 
a way to unify the entire space.

The large turf  panel  provides an area to 
view much of  the garden as a whole.

The secondary path network al lows a 
more in-depth adventure into the gar-
den beds.  Occasional  stones can be 
placed along this  path to add addit ion-
al  rest  points.  

The type 1 garden best would contain 
lower perennials, low grasses, and few 
shrubs. This would contrast  with the 
sl ightly wilder and larger plantings in 
type 2--  helping to highlight the larger 
shape of  the oval .

Raised topography in the type 2 garden 
beds --  specif ical ly  in the NW and SE 
parts of  the garden wil l  help to enclose 
the space, focus i t  inward, and make it 
more introverted.

Plan in Park Context 1”:40’
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TSUKESchematic Design 3 - Lawn Arc - Features

Long pavers Quarry block - granite Quarry block - limestone Cut flagstone patio

Pergola - rectangular

Garden style precedent Decorative panel - wood Decorative panel - steel Decorative panel - steel

Pergola - curved layout Pergola - bench swing Gravel walk w/ steel edge Bench w/ back 
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TSUKESchematic Design 4 - Braided Paths 1”: 4’
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Notes:
The Braided Paths design takes some 
inspiration from the way in which an 
outwash plain becomes braided over 
t ime.  The three paths provide a semi-
formal framework for the design, 
while the subdivided smaller  beds are 
divided up without a symmetrical  logic.  

The patio is  off-center,  adding to 
the asymmetry of  the space.  Formal 
wooden garden benches are located 
around the periphery, with seat walls 
enclosing the patio in the center 
providing addit ional  seating in the 
garden.  Again other boulders can be 
added in the garden spaces.

The small  herb garden is  a touch of 
formal planting within the larger 
mixed perennial  informality--  and is 
a historical  connection between the 
original  cloister gardens of  old and the 
medicinal  herb gardens.

The stone wall  on the north side of  the 
garden provides a beautiful  facade to 
the open space outside of  the garden.

Plan in Park Context 1”:40’
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TSUKESchematic Design 4 - Braided Paths - Features

Brick pavers w/ soldier course Brick pavers w/ banding Pergola - curved w/ vines Pergola - curvedPergola - curved over flagstone patio

Path threshold - steel frame

Bench w/ back - flagstone pavers Stone Entry Monuments Stone Entry Monuments Stone Entry Monuments Pedestal Urn Pedestal Urn

Moon door - steel frame Stone wall - drystack, seat wall Stone wall - drystack Stone wall - drystackMoon door - integrated to wall
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TSUKECloister Garden - 3 Options

Parterre

General precedent

Relic Meander

benches
brick path

long pavers
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wall
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exist ing conifers
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